Solution Overview:
Denver International Airport (DEN) selected Project Online to manage its full
portfolio of projects and operational work. They needed to be able to see all of
their work in one place and track the time spent on everything they do, including
day-to-day operations. Project Online, along with QuantumPM’s BIAdvantage
product for reporting and time management, was the perfect fit.
DEN is an innovative and process-focused organization with a strong sense of
cooperation. They took this project from the starting point to full production for
over 200 staff members with 100% compliance for time reporting in just a few
short months. How was this possible? They focused on the critical few items that
were essential and did not try to do everything at once:
-

Schedule management – For the first production release, the focus was
on inflight projects. Templates were built and projects were simplified to
ensure that tracking is performed at the right level.

-

Collaboration – Project data was gathered from many different
SharePoint locations and placed in Project Sites to simplify and streamline
both the collection and the management of project artifacts. This effort
was not simple but it has resulted in a great deal of time savings now that
all the key data is in the right place.

-

Time Management – Team members were well-trained and participated
fully in tracking their time to their projects and operational work.
Everyone in the organization, including the leadership, now report their
time on a weekly basis. Compliance is at or near 100% each week and
accuracy is closely tracked.

With the help of QPM’s BIAdvantage product, they have real time access and full
validation of time entry and approvals. DEN uses this solution to produce metrics
and to monitor participation and data accuracy. Nothing is left to chance.

Company Overview:
Denver International Airport is the 15th-busiest
airport in the world and the fifth-busiest airport in
the United States, with more than 53 million
passengers traveling through the airport each year.
It has been recognized as a leader in innovation for
sustainability and energy management as the only
US airport to have implemented ISO 14001 –
certified environmental management system
covering the entire airport. The airport is the
primary economic engine for the state of Colorado,
generating more than $26 billion for the region
annually.
Footprint:
The initial rollout included the entire IT
Department. Next up is to add two more
departments, Finance and then AIM so the airport
can capture the full Capital Improvement Process
lifecycle within their Project Online solution.
Once these two departments are in production,
DEN can run its entire portfolio from Project Online.
DEN believes it can eliminate several redundant
systems which will save them money and improve
their efficiency tremendously. Work begins on
Phase 2 in late summer of 2016.
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“The solution provided by QuantumPM is the foundation for moving our organization forward and has given us a platform to build from.
We can do just about anything we want now; we just needed the right tool. None of this could have happened without Project Online and
QuantumPM.”

